
Ramola D

Quincy, MA 02170

September 24, 2016

Dear Thomas Drake,

I am a writer who has by necessity recently returned to independent journalism, my work may be found
online at my blog The Everyday Concerned Citizen/www.everydayconcerned.net as well as at a few 
sites online. I enclose my bio for your perusal in a separate document, and you may also find more on 
my work at my writer-website www.ramolad.com and my literary quarterly online, 
www.delphiquarterly.com. 

I recently watched the video of your very inspiring speech given on receipt of the Sam Adams award 
for Integrity in Intelligence in 2011 and posted about it briefly on my blog this past anniversary of 9/11,
along with NSA whistleblower Karen Stewart's testimony of witness to 9/11 information from an NSA 
colleague. Those words–as so many others from interviews and talks you have given--are a call to 
conscience and action, and I hope to draw from them further as I continue to write about surveillance, 
censorship, and covert Intelligence operations which harm Americans and others worldwide.

I was also particularly intrigued by your mention of secret surveillance being run by the NSA, with full 
awareness of the White House, in your interview with the Government Accountability Project.

I am writing to you today because you have made a stand for country, people, and Constitution, and 
you have spoken out forcefully against the wrongfulness of torture—in reference to the CIA torture 
revelations—and I am hopeful that you will continue to do so.

I am writing for a couple reasons. 

One, you may know that the US government is seeking to change the Common Rule currently, 
via the Department of Health and Human Services, and also that a group of Military, 
Intelligence, and Security agencies have sought, for the new and revised Common Rule, to fully
exempt all research conducted by these agencies-- under the label of “Intelligence Surveillance”
as normative, regular, everyday activity of these agencies—exempt from any need to be 
considered subject to the Common Rule at all, i.e., the need to obtain or document or abide by 
rules for Informed Consent.  In other words, these agencies—which group no doubt includes the
CIA, and quite possibly the NSA—are seeking carte blanche to conceal and cover any and all 
future experimentation on Americans, as well as, I presume, in this way cover any ongoing 
experimentation on Americans (or anyone else, worldwide, via Intel agreements), as perfectly 
normal, everyday Intelligence surveillance activities being conducted by these agencies, which 
they are under no obligation to divulge whatsoever, since of course all this activity will be 
classified and (they will say) has to be hidden for the purpose of preserving National Security.  

SACHRP, the Secretary's Advisory Committee for Human Research Protections, has been 
working for a few years on this project with OHRP, the Office of Human Research Protections 
at the Dept. of Health & Human Services.  I covered the recent testimony at their May meetings
in DC of a small group of people testifying to their ongoing experiences of being targeted, 



tracked, and essentially tortured by remotely applied electronic-warfare weapons and 
neuroweapons in apparent operations of whistleblowing retaliation, non-consensual human 
experimentation, and non-consensual weapons testing of directed-energy weapons in 
military/USAF bio-behavioral research projects—I suspect, as many do, that the first step to 
permitting such covert operations today occurs when people are wrongfully labelled “terrorists”
and “spies” under the expansive clauses of  the Patriot Act/Freedom Act and subjected—and 
thereby effectively disappeared—via FISA court letters/National Security letters to all sorts of 
“surveillance” by the covey of Intelligence and Security agencies we have working together. 
This seems to be the key to letting them thence be entered as “legal” subjects for DOD 
weapons-testing experimentation and Intelligence (CIA/black ops)/DARPA neuro-
experimentation, inclusive of covert implantation, neuro-policing, synthetic telepathy, neuro-
imaging, memory, and dream research. Americans—and many wordwide—are being abused 
and tortured on a daily and hourly basis in this way, through these well-hidden programs—
which I have written about extensively on my website, and which you may know about as well 
from many other writers on the subject.

I feel it is of great and immediate importance that all concerned citizens speak out today, in the 
most unequivocal terms, against this attempt by the CIA and other agencies to bury Informed 
Consent as a necessity, when seeking to experiment on people.  

I would appreciate it very much if you would explore this subject further, and perhaps speak 
out.  My article questioning Intelligence Surveillance exclusions in the proposed Common Rule 
or NPRM, and featuring prominent public comments submitted in-person and online on this 
subject may be  found at my site:

No Waivers of Informed Consent, PERIOD: The Public Reports Ongoing Non-
Consensual Experimentation and Demands the Common Rule Protect Citizens, Not 
Covert Activities

I also wrote a letter recently to SACHRP members, asking that they strike these wrongful 
Intelligence Surveillance and Criminal Justice exclusions from the proposed Common Rule, 
which may also be found on my site:

Letter to SACHRP/Regarding SACHRP’s Responsibility to Protect All Human 
Subjects…Necessary Protections of the Common Rule

Two, I'd like to ask if you would at all be open to an interview on these subjects of ethics in 
Intelligence agencies, how to stop torture from occurring on American soil or through American
Intel agreements, worldwide, your own experience of whistleblowing, your understanding of 
the secret surveillance you have mentioned, and how you think such experimentation could 
possibly be brought to light. It would be an email/print interview and you could simply respond 
at your convenience; for posting at The Everyday Concerned Citizen and at a few sites online, 
including possibly Public Intelligence, The International Reporter, Washington's Blog, others.

Thanks very much for your courage in speaking out, and if there is anything else I can do as a writer to 
assist your joint mission with others on the Whistleblowing Public Education campaign reported by 
Roots Action, please do not hesitate to let me know. I remain committed, as you are, to exposing 
wrongdoing. I look forward to hearing from you—please email or call, at any time. My friend and 
colleague Cait Ryan has kindly offered to bring this to you. Best--Ramola
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